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Sub :- Social Audit Boards ...,. steps towards transparency and
improvement in work culture in Engineering Department.

Often we draw flak from the rail users and railway staff about the quality and
scope of work being carried out by Engg. Department at Stations, Colonies etc.

Northern Railway has planned to go on a path breaking initiative of installing
Social Audit Boards at conspicuous places at work sites in station/colony premises
under the title "~fcrr c5t siR ~ C15GiFf" from April, 2015. These boards will
display the scope of work planned along with the speCification of important
materials to be used in the work. This will also contain the mobile numbers of
officers right from AEN to DRMs in the Division and up to SAG (Concerned HOD)
level in the Headquarters. S.E.Railway has issued such circular which was
appreciated by all Railway men. It had remarkable impact on the public and led to
improvement in the work culture besides glorifying the image of Civil Engineers. On
interaction with Engineering Officers and users in Northern Railway, the response
regarding its wide acceptability is quite encouraging.

Therefore, it has now been considered appropriate to issue a CE circular on
this issue of fixing Social Audit Boards at all work sites in this era of RTI on
Northern Railway also. Further this can also be extended to on line "Complaint
Management System" wherever adopted in maintenance of Colonies over Northern
.Rs.ilway.
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Accordingly, now onwards, it will be obligatory on the part of AENs, DENs,
Sr.DENs and Sr.DEN/Cos to fix such Social Audit Boards at all worksites.lt would
be preferable that specifications of important items of works be mentioned therein.
Two such samples,· one for Special Works and the other for Zonal Works, are
enclosed herewith for adopting similar pattern at worksites over Northern Railway.

Divisions and Field units of Engg. Department should ensure that installation
of Social Audit Boards at worksites should become a regular feature proliferating all
over Northern Railway.

DA: Two colored samples (One for Special works
and one for Zonal Worl~s ) - 1page.




